A SCHOOLBOYS  CARE
ing to be asked to form a Government Richmond could write to
advise Mm to c keep back and be very coy/ as he had * good
reason for believing nothing but trick is meant.' What his
* good reasonJ was it is impossible to say: and one is tempted
to believe that it was nothing more than a fiction of a suspicious
mind. For, not many weeks after assuming power, members of
the Ministry were going out of their way to say that they had
received nothing but assistance from the King! On April ijth,
for example, Fox informed a friend:
All this time, the King seems in perfect good humour, and does not
seem to make any of those difficulties which others make for him.
And Fox had no reason for wishing to ingratiate himself with
the King. Three months later Richmond told the same tale,
when he informed the Lords that ' his Majesty had performed
with religious scrupulosity all that he had promised '; and his
words were more strongly endorsed by Shelburne.
The brutal truth is that George trusted his Ministers a great
deal more than they trusted each other. As early as April, when
the new Ministry had only been in power for three weeks, Fox
recorded the fact that the Cabinet was by no means a happy
family. In a letter to a friend he wrote:
We had a Cabinet this morning, in which, in my opinion, there were
more symptoms of what we had always apprehended than had ever
hitherto appeared.
On taking office Rockingham planned to do three things:
(i) end the quarrel with the American colonists; (2) limit the
influence of the Crown; and (3) effect rigid economy in the
various State departments. This policy was accepted in principle
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